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Activity: Hungry Caterpillar & Activities (part 2)
Brief description of activity:

YouTube video includes: Audiobook of *The Hungry Caterpillar*, 2 caterpillars crafts, yoga, months of the year song, phonics songs, shapes song, and Happy Numbers (math practice).

https://youtu.be/826u1mxnN2c (unlisted)

Zoom session (Thursday) will include peers sharing activities with one another and story reading aloud.

Materials: egg carton, construction paper, scissors, crayons or markers, paint, paint brush, stapler, tape, or glue stick, pipe cleaner (optional), googly eyes (optional)

**Instructions:**

Egg carton caterpillar:

Have an adult cut egg carton in half lengthwise and trim up as wanted. Paint or color the egg carton. Next, paint the eyes or use googly eyes on the head. Use a marker or to make the mouth. Pipe cleaners or small strips of paper to make the antenna.

Construction Paper Caterpillar:

Use construction paper or any type of paper and cut into 3½ inch strips. Next, tape, glue or staple into a circle. Then tape, glue, or staple the circles together to make the body. Cut out a larger circle to make the head. Use crayons or markers to put on the eyes and mouth (googly eyes are optional) and tape or glue onto the body. Cut 2 small strips of paper for the antenna (pipe cleaners are optional).

**Target areas:**

**Fine motor:** using writing utensils, scissors, paint (optional) to develop better finger dexterity

Egg Carton Caterpillar

*Caterpillar egg carton craft*

Construction Paper Caterpillar

*How to make a paper craft Very Hungry Caterpillar*
**Literacy and Music:** students will be able to develop their phonological awareness by clapping out syllables and expanding language through signing songs. Students will listen read aloud story time during Zoom session.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY

Months of the Year – Syllable Song with Jack Hartmann

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SSI-SbVz2oA

Phonics Songs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjOd6uPj_6c

Sing Along Shapes Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6eTDfkvPmo

**Math:** students will strengthen their math skills through fun games using Happy Numbers and shape recognition during the shape song.

Sing Along Shapes Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6eTDfkvPmo

Happy Numbers – Math Practice

https://happynumbers.com/find_class

**Motor:** students will be able to enhance their core strength, body awareness, and flexibility during the yoga segment.

Cosmic Kids Yoga – Frank the Frog

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TY8xx7c6_z0

**Social Interaction:** students will be able to share the activities they have completed with peers during zoom session.